Introduction
In this paper we shall use the integral operator method of Bergman, , to investigate solutions of the partial differential equation We shall refer to equation (1.1) as the generalized axially symmetric potential equation of wth order (GASPN), as is done in W(l] . The special case n -1 has been extensively studied. Reference is made to Gilbert, , ErdeTyi, E[l] , Henrici, , and Gilbert and Howard, .
Integral operators generating solutions to the GASPN
We first obtain a set of particular solutions to the GASPN. The motivation and notation is mainly that of Appel and Kampe de Feriet, A- de F[l] , 332 R. P. Gilbert and H. C. Howard [2] to which the reader is referred for details. From the expression for W it is clear that 
when M = L, where m = m^ " • • +*« n . Using this result we see by formal computation that 
I
'urnsi constitutes an inverse integral operator for GASPN in the following sense; given a function w(X) with a representation (2.13), then there exists a holomorphic function element g(Cr) with the local representation g(£r) = 2t~1M given above.
In the following sections we will investigate further the analytic properties of these operators.
Singularities of functions of several complex variables represented by integrals
In this section we prove several results concerning holomorphic functions represented by integrals whose kernels are singular on analytic sets.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700027762
[7]
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These results are generalizations of those appearing in [G.3,4,] . The results, for the most part are more general than we actually need here; we prove them in this form for future reference. (Remark: The superscripts in I)'" 1 indicate the complex dimensionality of the domain.)
PROOF. The representation for F(z) is clearly valid for all points (z) which may be reached by analytic continuation along a contour Ej*J starting from some point in 2>
(n) providing no point of (£[*} lies in © (n+m -
are contained in what we shall refer to as the initial domain of definition of F(z) . It is clear that it may be possible to extend F(z) by deforming its domain of integration, provided that in so doing we do not pass over a singularity of the integrand. We ask, when is it no longer possible to avoid an "encroaching" singularity and continue F(z) past a point (z t )? This may be answered in the negative sense by realizing when it is always possible to deform A (m) about a point (f) = (a) for which S(z x ; a) = 0. If not all of the terms 8S(z 1 ; o^jdC/, vanish 3 , then we may approximate S(2 X ; f) in a suitably small poly-disk A {m) (e) E=
dS dS
where we assume without loss of generality that dSJddfa, a) =^= 0. It is clear that in this case we may choose arbitrarily (»»-1) of the contours, that is we choose C A = a / ,+e / ,/2e 1^" for /x = 2, 3, • • •, m. The last contour we choose to be £ x = ^-{-pe** where p < e t is such that ' We are answering the question by finding when it is possible to avoid a singularity, not when it may not be possible to avoid it. 338 R. P. Gilbert and H. C. Howard [8] In this case Sfo; C) *= 0 for (f) in the set *<•»> = {| C X -<«xl = /»} x I I^i { I C , -« , l = e^/2}, and we may avoid the singularity (£) = (a) by deforming A im) to follow a portion of A (ro) about this point. This concludes our proof. This concludes our proof. A somewhat less sharp estimate of the set of possible singularities may be obtained by applying the envelope method to the entire integrand. If
then the candidates for singularities must lie on the set f]^= 0^+ m~1) -
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Singularities of generalized axially symmetric potentials
As an interesting application of the preceding lemmas we consider those solutions of GASPN, which are represented by the operator 2l[g(ff)], where g(£r) is singular on the analytic set © 1 0 = {y>(£r) = 0}. We denote the singularities of the kernel by Qft* = {{x, r,)\x y = Vv ; x, e^.^E <?, for p * v}.
If we have case (ii), then {dy>(r))ldr) v = a.{rf) = 0} n {dipj^ = /%) = 0} is in general an (n-2)-complex dimensional analytic set, and we have R-P-Gilbert and H. C. Howard [10] reducing to a (2M-2) dimensional set. In this latter case we have actually eliminated two rj^-variables in the sense that the (rj) variables now span a (w-2)-dimensional space. In this case the system of equations in the (!)-variable associated with the analytic sets ^i^T 1 ' (fi = 2, 3, • • •, n) an either <S lj0 , or © 2 0 is over determined and the intersection (4.4) is of complex dimension ^ (»-2). Using analytic completion methods (see Bochner and Martin pg. 70, [B.M.I]) we can show that these singularities are removable, hence the only possible singularities must occur for case (i) on the previous page. We then have for case (i) he set P"(r) is in general a set of real dimension zero. We now introduce the set, which is a set upon which the integral may be singular. We summarize the above discussion with the following theorem. corresponds to those points we cannot avoid by letting J" follow an ^-dimensional polycircle about.
THEOREM 4.1. Let W(X) = Wflgitr)] be a solution of the GASPN equation, where g(fy) is a holomorphic function of the n-complex variables (fr) = (dr, • • •, £ n r). Furthermore, let the only singularities of g(£r) lie on the analytic set © ~{ip(C,r) = 0}. Then W(X) is regular for all points X
The points lying on ftThave a special status since we cannot vary them, and must be therefore considered as candidates for singularities.
We conclude therefore that the points (z) which correspond to points of ©£•+•-x > = {S(z; C) = 0} when (?) lies on the boundary, (f) e &T, may be singularities of F(z) . This proves our result.
We next consider this result applied to the case of the operator Sf-^W]. Let us suppose that the GASPN function W(X) is singular on the analytic set S l o = {&(X) -0}. The kernel may be seen to be singular on the set
The sets <S g are given by and use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700027762 342 R-P. Gilbert and H. C. Howard [12] We compute f l^o ©^" 1 ' = {llfll -0}, since summing £"{£" [G.3] yields potential singularities on D^U^i 2^1 ' n ®i,o n ©2,0; however, here we are no longer able to use the methods of separating independent variables as in the earlier case.
The integrand also has singularities on n^=o©i,/>> *- . However, if it is defined then the points (f) 6 ©2,0 r > P {0) may be possible singularities of the associate function defined by the integral operator.
We mention lastly, that depending on the value of s, singularities may occur because of the coincidence of points on the boundary, {(f)| ||||| = 1}, with © 2 0 . These points are contained in the set U||£||-i {(£)!(£> f) = 1} ( £ j = r e a l ; i = ! , • • • , n ) .
Integral operators for special cases of GASPN
In this section we shall give another pair of operators associated with the GASPN, valid when the parameter s in Equation (1.1) is a positive integer, Indeed we have the following representation for
where the usual notation for the scalar product of two vectors has been used.
As in section II we generate a solution to the GASPN by multiplying both sides of (5.1) by use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700027762 We remark that we may extend these definitions of A [/] and its inverse by introducing integration over ^-dimensional chains, F where we hold the boundary dr = {t\ ||*|| = 1} fixed. Hence
where &T== #| \\t\\ = 1}, and
where flG s {f| ||||| = 1}. We may then investigate the singularities of these functions using the methods introduced in section 3.
Inequality for GASPN functions defined by integral operators
In this section we shall find bounds for GASPN functions in terms of their associates. (See Bergman [B.I] for results of this kind in the case of harmonic functions of three variables.) We introduce first the notation (6.1) where D is an arbitrary, w-circular domain, and To be specific in the case of the operator 2l[/] let us choose for our ncircular domain the unit hypersphere in the maximum norm, i. We remark in closing that it is possible to obtain numerous other growth properties using different norms to specify ^-circular domains, and that it is also possible to obtain lower bounds for the maximum of |W(.2L)| on the spheres \\X\\ t = R o using the methods given in earlier papers by Gilbert [G.3] and Gilbert and Howard [G.H.I,2] . We intend to investigate these other properties in a later paper on GASPN.
